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1. INTRODUCTION 
This case study is devoted to investigating the persistence of unstable manifolds of a class of 
retarded functional differential equations (RFDE for short) under the Euler method. The aim of 
the present paper is to show that the closeness of unstable manifolds can be proved by explicit 
calculations. The fact that the calculations can be carried out explicitly is due to the simplicity 
of the Euler method and of the restricted class of RFDEs. 
The topic of the paper fits well in the list of works investigating qualitative properties of nu- 
merical solution methods. A typical result from this area says that the qualitative property is 
preserved for all sufficiently small stepsize. Without claiming completeness, we refer to [l-3] (re- 
sults on invariant manifolds about equilibria), [4] ( results on stability and attraction properties), 
[5] (results on the saddle-point structure about equilibria), [6-81 ( results on periodic orbits), [9,10] 
(structural stability results). 
Although the literature on numerical solution methods for RFDE is wide enough (we refer only 
to two review articles, and the references therein [11,12]), the qualitative aspects of such methods 
seem to be largely neglected, though already [13] contains a good starting result in this direction 
using nonlinear semigroup theory. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the necessary part of the general 
theory of RFDEs and state our main result. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the result stated 
in Section 2. Final remarks are placed into Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND THE MAIN RESULT 
Let us consider the autonomous scalar functional differential equation of the form 
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where ~(0) := z(t + 6’), 6, E [-l,O], g : C([-l,O],R) 4 R. We assume that g is a Cl-function in 
a neighborhood of the origin with bounded derivative, that is, g E BC1(R, IR) where R is an open 
O-neighborhood in C := C([-l,O],Iw). Th e solution starting from ~0 = 4 is denoted by Q( ., 4). 
The space C is a Banach space equipped with the usual supremum norm ]] . I/. 
From now on, assume that g(0) = 0. Linearizing about the origin, equation (1) can be written 
as 
i(t) = cxt + f(Q), (2) 
where ,CIJJ = Dg(O)$ and f(g) = g($) - C$. Note that f(0) = 0 and of(O) = 0. From the 
Riesz representation theorem, it follows that there exists a function 77 : [-l,O] -+ ll8 of bounded 
variation such that 
Clc,= 
s 
0 
!b(@ h(Q). 
-1 
In order to avoid a singularity for the Euler method, we assume that q is atomic at -1; i.e., 
lime--i+ V(e) # 77(-i). 
The characteristic function of the linearized part of (1) is 
J’ 
0 
A(z) = z - e? dQ(Q). 
-1 
It is known that the A(Z) has the following property: the set AL := {p 1 A(p) = 0, Rep > L} 
has only finitely many elements for all L. 
We assume further that no roots of A are of zero real part. In this case, 0 is said to be a 
hyperbolic equilibrium point. 
Let us denote the solution operator of the linearized part of (1) by T : IR+ x C + C. It is 
known that T(t) is compact for t > 1. Thus, the Riesz-Schauder Theorem applies to obtain the 
direct sum decomposition C = UA $ SI\, where VA is the generalized eigenspace corresponding to 
a finite set of eigenvalues A. We call SA the complementary subspace corresponding to VA. The 
direct sum decomposition of C defines the projections 7ruA : C + VA and rsh : C + 5’~. Note 
that T(t) extends to a group on every VA. For notational convenience, UA,, SA,, XU,,,~, and TS,,~ 
are replaced by U, S, my, and TS, respectively. 
From now on, we assume that the roots of A satisfy the following gap-condition. There are 
sequences L(n) -+ -cq l(n) > 0 (n E N), such that the vertical strip {p E @ : L(n) - l(n) 5 
Rep 5 L(n)} is free from any root of A and 
IL(n) - l(n)1 4 O7 
asn+rx. ((3 
The checking of condition (G) requires a more detailed analysis of the characteristic equation. 
The book [14, Chapter XI], gives an overview of theorems and tools for investigating the roots of 
the characteristic equation. Gap conditions similar to (G) are often used in proving the existence 
of inertial manifolds; see [15, p. 3031. 
We can define the unstable set of 0 as 
IV‘(O) = (4 E C ] there exists a solution z(., 4) : W -+ IR such that xt(., 4) + 0 as t + -co}. 
For a given neighborhood V of 0, we also define the local unstable set as 
W&(O) = WU(O, V) = (~6 E W”(0) I zt(., 4) E V for t 5 0). 
By Theorem 1.1 of [16, p. 3051, there exists a neighborhood V of 0 such that WU(O, V) is a 
Cl-graph over U, i.e., W”(O,V) = {II, E C I qb = G(4), #J E v} where v is a O-neighborhood 
in U and G is a Ci-function. 
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Now let us turn to the description of the Euler method for FADE. Let N E N\(O) be given, and 
define the stepsize as h := IV-‘. The phase space of the discretization is the space of piecewise 
linear continuous functions defined on the mesh points -ih, i = 0,. . . , N. Denote this space 
by Ch with norm 11 . 1) inherited from C, and note that Ch is a closed subspace of C for all h. 
Thus, we can identify spaces Ch and W N+l ( the latter space is equipped with the usual maximum 
norm II . II). First this identification will be used in (3) and (4). In the rest of the paper, we 
use these two realizations of the phase space of the discretization simultaneously. Although II . II 
denotes different norm on different spaces, no confusion should arise thanks to the identification. 
Define the projection 1: C + Ch by letting 1 4 be equal to the piecewise linear continuous func- 
tion with values q5(-ih) on the mesh points -ih, i = 0,. . . , N. Although this operator depends 
on the step-size h, we do not display this dependence for notational conveniences. Operator I is 
a continuous linear operator with norm 1, and has the following properties: 
(i) 11 I $J - $11 -+ 0 as h + 0 for all 4 E C; 
(ii) 1 Ic,, = idc,, for all h. 
With these notations, we formulate the Euler-discretized equation as follows: 
x((k + 1)h) = z(kh) + 5 h .6iq. z((k - i)h) + hf ((z(kh), . . . ,z((k - N)h))T) , 
i=l 
(3) 
where &r] := ~((1 - i)h) - q(-ih), i = 1,. . . , N. 
Introducing 
Ah = 
1 h.617 .‘. h.6N71 
1 0 0 . . 
0 1 0 
and xk = (x(kh), . . . ,z((k - N)h))T, equation (3) reads 
xk+' =Ahx’ +Fh(xk), (4) 
The right-hand side of (4) defines a map on Ch (or on lRN+l ) with linear part Ah for all h. We 
can define the unstable set of 0 as 
wuh(0) = (4 E C, : xk(&) + 0 &!?i k + -00)) 
where xk(&) is the Solution starting from x0 = &. For a given neighborhood vh of 0, we also 
define the local unstable set as 
w”(O) vh) = {& E w”(O) : xk(&) c vh for k 5 0} . 
Before we state our main result, we need a lemma concerning the closeness of the linear parts. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a finite set of simple roots of A. Denote the generalized eigenspace of A 
by VA. Then there exists a well-defined discretized counterpart VA,, of VA and a linear operator 
PA : VA -+ ch, Pn(U*) = UA,~ with 
lIei- 1 IiYII + 0, ash-to. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is postponed to Section 3. 
Denote VA,,,, and PA, by uh and Ph, respectively. 
In Section 3, we prove that the map defined by (4) admits a local unstable manifold of the 
form w”” (0, vh) = {$Jh E Ch ; ?,bh = Gh(&), $h E vh}, where vh iS a O-neighborhood in Uh. 
Now we are in a position to formulate our main result. 
THEOREM. Assume that A has only simple roots. Then there exists a O-neighborhood in U, v 
and for all E > 0, there exists an h, such that 
k% 0 ph- 1 ~Gll~(p,~) < E, 
for aJJ h I h, where II . Ijccc,c, is the supremum norm of continuous functions acting on v with 
values from C. 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We construct the unstable manifold of the discretized equation (4) by the method of Perron 
(for other methods of constructing unstable (and stable) manifolds of discrete systems (maps), 
we refer to [17,18]). The use of the method of Perron is motivated by the similar approach for 
constructing unstable manifolds for RFDE by Hale [19] and the more general paper by Chow 
and Lu [15]. The idea of Perron is to use a variation-of-constants formula to build up a fixed- 
point equation whose solution (fixed-point) represents a point of the unstable manifold. The 
closeness of fixed points follows from the closeness of the fixed-point equations, and thus-using 
the parameterized contraction mapping principle-we have to compare the variation-of-constants 
formulae. To this end, we start with the proof of Lemma 1. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. As Ah is obtained from the (N + l)th-order difference equation &+’ = 
AQ? defined by the linear part of (3), the characteristic polynomial of Ah is 
xN+~ _ jjN - h 5 dkq. AN-‘“. 
k=l 
(5) 
Since n is atomic at -1, 6NT] # 0, and thus, zero is not an eigenvalue of Ah. Let us divide (5) 
by hXN and make the substitution X = ezh to get 
ezh - 1 
N 
Ah(z) := - - 
h c 
6,@, ’ e-rkh. 
k=l 
Thus, we obtain that 
-Nn < Irnc 5 NT. 
From the estimate 
x is an eigenvalue of Ah if and only if x = eEh for some root < of Ah with 
for ]z] < R, 
we obtain that Ah + A uniformly on every bounded subset of @. 
Now apply the well-known Rouche theorem for the uniformly convergent sequence of holomor- 
phic functions Ah on a bounded domain containing the elements of A but no other root of A, 
and get that there is a subset Ah of all roots of Ah with the following properties: 
(a) Ah contains only simple roots of Ah; 
(b) for each sufficiently small h, both Ah and A have the same number of elements, i.e., 
]Ah] = 14; 
(c) for each E > 0, there is an h, > 0 such that if p E A, then there is a 5 E Ah with 1~1 -El < E 
for all h < h,. 
Furthermore, if.h is sufficiently small, then for all L E Iw, 
where AL,h := {[ : Ah(c) = 0, -NT < Ime 5 NT}. 
In order to obtain the latter equality, it is enough to show that the roots of Ah satisfying 
Re X > L are contained in a bounded set independently of h. Following [14], define 
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and 
Prom the estimates on Ch n v)h, 
one sees that ChnDh is free of any roots of Ah. On the other hand, the contours a& and djl)h con- 
verge uniformly on every bounded domain of C to the sets given by IX = {z : IzI = 2 Var(q)]eWZ]} 
and 82) = {z : Iz( = 2 Var(q)}, respectively. A direct calculation shows that 6’Ch intersects the 
line segment {z : Rez = L, IzI < NT} in at most two points. Recall that the roots of A with real 
part greater than L are located in the bounded domain EL = {z : JzI < 2 Var(v) max{l, le-zI}, 
Rez > L}; see [14]. 
There is no loss of generality in assuming that the line {z : Re z = L} intersects dC in two 
points (the general case follows from a translation). Then for all sufficiently small h, the set 
(cc \ (ch n Dh)) II {Z : Fte z > L} is contained in {z : 1.z - EL I < 1). This proves the equality 
]k] = jb,hl. 
If A = {Pi,.. .,&} and Ah = {&,.--, Q} with ]pi - &] < E, i = 1, . . . ,p, by Property (c), 
then VA = Span{&, . . . , q$,} where &(0) = epcli*, 6’ E [- 1, 0] and-by a direct computation-an 
eigenvector of Ah corresponding to eFZh has the form &h = (1, e-E*h, . . . , eeC Nh)T, i = 1, . . . , p. 
Define VA,, = SPan{&,h,. . . , q&h} and the linear operator PA : VA --t ~_JA,~ by Pi\4i := c&, 
i=l,... ,p. Consider the following estimate: 
Renorming the space VA by I( C%, ui&ll* := EfL, I ,I a, an d using the fact that all norms on the 
finite dimensional space VA are equivalent, we obtain the inequality I] . 11 2 ~111 . II* with some 
constant cl. Thus, 
and the proof of Lemma 1 is now complete. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a finite set of simple roots of A. Then 
IIA;EPA - PAT(ah)luA II I K(h)h, 
where K(h) -+ 0 as h -+ 0 and u = +l, -1. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Since T(gh)4i = e0pih4i for all i = 1,. , . ,p, 
=f: /I aieoEihC$i,h - PA f: Uieopihf$i i=l i=l II 
P 
I 
5 C Iail iz”p (leoEih - eapihl . Il&hll) , 
i=l 
>., 
and from the renorming trick used above, one obtains 
which proves Lemma 2, since h-l(e”cLh - e”prh) -+ 0 as h + 0 and ]]&h]] are bounded. 1 
Now we briefly recall the results from [16] for the construction of the unstable manifold of 
RFDE. 
For every fixed 4 E U, define 
S($,&,a) := 
i 
y : Iw- 4 C : nay = 4 and sup e-“(t/2)]]y(t)]] < 6 
1 
. (6) 
taF_ 
Consider the map 7 : S(4,6, a) -+ C defined by 
t t 
(TY) (t) = T(t)4 + 
s 
T(t - +,u.f(~b)) d7 + 
0 s 
T(t - +$.f(~(4) dr, (7) 
-cc 
where X$’ = (a(Q,Q);19(0), Q, is a basis for U, Q is a basis for U’ obtained from the adjoint 
equation, the bilinear form is (4, $J)~ = $(0)4(O) - s_“, J: $(0 - 7) dq(7-)c$(@) de, and X$ = 
Xu - Xg where X0(0) = 0 for 0 E [--I, 0) and X0(0) = 1. Let Q = (41,. . . , q5d) as earlier and 
8 = {e--/1;@, 19 E [O,l], i = 1,. . . ,d}. 
Now let us turn to the discrete case. Introduce the bilinear form (+h,4h)V := $JJ~(O)~~(O) + 
CL, CT:_, $h(-(i +j)h) .b3v.q5h(-ih), where Qh E CA and 4h E Ch. With this bilinear form, 
we can define the projection QI,, onto uh as 
with (or,... ,%)T = (*h,%&$k,bz)qr where [(*hr@h)&,j = ($'i,h,&,h)rj and $'i,h(kh) = 
e -E&h, ,L,.=o , . . . ,N, 4j,h(-kh) = ecJ(-kh), k = 0,. . . ,N. 
Define ~s,~ := idc,, - 7r~,, and note that 1) ?TU,, I] 5 M and ]/rs,, I] 5 M for some constant M 2 1 
and for all h. In order to prove the existence of the unstable manifolds, we need the following 
exponential estimates valid for some Q: > 0 and all sufficiently small h: 
(8) 
Similar estimates hold true for the original system 
lPYth4l 5 Meat Ilw4ll , for t 5 0, 
Il~(~)~.~$ll 5 MPt Il~~d4l~ for t 1 0, 
IIT(t)xfII I Meat, for t 5 0, 
IIT(t)X$\I < Mepat, for t 2 0. 
The proof of the existence of the local unstable manifold of (1) goes as we sketch below; it 
can be shown that 7 maps S(#,6,0) into itself for a positive S and for 11411 5 6/(2M + 1). 
For any 4 E U satisfying ]]~I] 5 S/(2M + l), 7 is contractive with Lip(l) = l/4. Thus, it 
possesses a unique fixed point which we denote by y/i. Furthermore, 7 maps S(+, 6, cr) into itself, 
Y; E S(A&a), y;(O) E JWO, V), and G(4) = y:(O) is in C’(P,C), where this latter space 
denotes the Banach space of C1 functions from p = (4 : q+ E U, 11#11 < 6/(2M + 1)) to C. 
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LEMMA 3. For all sufficiently small h, the local unstable set W”jL_(O, Vh) of (4) is a Co-manifold; 
that is, wuta (0, Vh) = {?+!% : ‘I+!% = Gh($h), $h E vh} where Vh is a O-neighborhood in Uh. 
Furthermore, each vh contains a ball around 0 with h-independent radius. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3. First we prove that Xk(4h) is a bounded solution of (4) for k < 0 with 
x0(&) = 4h E uh if and only if it satisfies the following equation: 
yk = Akdh - 2 
k-l 
A;-‘+ w,,F~ (yli) + c A;-l-i~s,,Fh (y”) . 
i=-l ic-00 
In fact, from Ahx-’ + Fh(x-l) = &, we obtain that x-l = Ai’& - Ah’Fh(x-l). Iterate 
this formula to get for k < 0 that xk = A;& - c,“=_, Ak-l-iFh(Xi), and thus, 7ru,,xk = 
A;& - c;c_l A;-l-i p,,,Fh(xi). On the other hand, for k < k, from iterating (4), one can 
notice that xk = A;-’ ’ Icml x +Ci& Ah k-l-iFh(xi). Applying the operator 7rs,, and letting k -+ -00, 
we get that 7rs,,xk = C,“=:, Ak-‘-i rs,, Fh(x’) using the boundedness of xk and the exponential 
estimate (8). Combining this with xk = 7v_r,,xk + T~,,x~, we obtain the desired ‘only if’ result. 
The ‘if part’ follows from a direct computation. This result is closely related to the theory of 
discrete dichotomies; for a similar result, we refer to [20]. 
Define 
--+ ch : 7&,&(o) = C& and I& := sup e-“(ih’2)Ily(ih)ll <6 
i&R-,,, 
where R_,h := (0, -h, -2h,. . . } (we write I . I instead of 1 . lo). Define also the operator Th on 
Sh($‘h,‘%O) intO ch by 
(k.//J(kh) := A:& - k Afl%,,Fh(Yh(ih)) 
i=-1 
k-l 
+ c A~-l-i~s,,,Fh(yh(ih)), for k 5 0. 
i=-00 
(10) 
Observe that (9) and (10) are the discretized counterparts of (6) and (7), respectively. 
We prove first that lh maps I&(&, 6,O) into itself for a sufficiently small positive 6. Since f 
is C1 and f(0) = 0, it follows that there exists a continuous function w : [O,co) -+ [O,co) with 
w(O) = 0 and IIf - f($)II I w(a)114 - $11 if ll4ll,ll~ll i 0. Thus, IIFh(hJ - J’h(hdll = 
llkf(hd - WhJll 5 b(o)ll$h - ‘$hll if ll$hll, ll$hll 5 0 and Fh(o) = 0. From the estimate 
II(%/h) (kh))I < Meakhl16hll + 2 Mea(k-‘-i)h IjW,,Fh(yh(ih))ll 
i=-1 
k-l 
+ c Me-a(k-l-i)h [ITS,, Fh(yh(ih))ll 
i=-_oo (11) 
k-l 
I MeakhIlq&ll + M2w(6)6 ea(k-l-z)hh + 
c 
e 
-a(k-l-i)hh 
i=-_oo 
h 
and from the fact that h/(1 - e-ah) --f CE-~ as h + 0, for all sufficiently small h, we obtain that 
II (kh)Il 5 f + M2wn(6’“) 6, (12) 
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with l& := {dh E Uh : [l&l/ < S/(2M)}. Th en f or some 6 satisfying 16M2w(6) < LY, inequal- 
ity (12) takes the form 
which means that 7h maps Sh(&, ~$0) into itself. 
By using inequalities (11) and 16M2w(6) < 0, 
e +lch12) II(7hyh)(kh)ll 5 Mea(kh/2)(Iq5hll + e-cY(kh/2) ( k Mea(k-1-i)hMw(6)hllyh(ih)II i=-1 
k-l 
+ C Me- a(k-l-i)hMW(cqhllyh(ih)(l 
ic-00 < Me”(kh/2)Ilq5hll + M2w(6)Iyhl, _ 
k k-l 
X 
c 
ea(k/2-1-i/2)hh + 
ce 
-a(k/2-l-i/2)hh 
i=-1 iT-00 
showing that 7h maps Sh($h, 6, cr) into itself. 
As a second step, we show that & is a contraction on Sh(&, 6,O). Let Zh, yh E Sh($h, 6,O) 
and 
II(zxh) (kh) - (%yh) (Ich)II 5 /I - e A;-l-i~u,, (Fh(zh(ih)) - Fhbh(ih))) i=-1 I/ 
il 
k-l 
+ c A:-1-i ns,b (Fh(Q(ih)) - Fh(Yh(ih))) 
iT-00 
k 
L c Mea(k-l-i)hhw(G)M llxh(ih) - yh(ih))I 
i=-1 
k-1 ._ _ 
+ C Me- a(k-l-i)hhw(b)M Ilxh(ih) - yh(ih)(l 
2=--00 
h 
5 2M24@ 1 _ e_ah /zh - !/hi 
< 4w(6)M2 
1 
- _ 5 Q jxh - !/hi 4 Izh Yhl, 
showing that lh is a contraction on Sh(&, &O). Thus, 7h possesses a unique fixed point which 
we denote by ~yit,~,, . Since 7h maps Sh($h, S, o) into itself and using that Sh(+h, 6, cr) is closed, 
Y;,+,, E Sh(4hI&a) and Gh(4h) := Y;,~,,@) E wufL@ V). I 
We remark that Lip(lh) = l/4 independently of h and $h and that the unique fixed point 
depends continuously on &. 
Define operator 1 on S($J, 6, CX) in the following way. If y E S(+, 6, a), then set 1 y : R_,h -+ ch, 
(1 y)(kh) :=_1 (y(kh)) if Ic < 0 and (1 y)(O) := ph6 
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LEMMA 4. Fix a q5 E U with 11411 5 6/(2M + 1) and fix y E S(q5,6, a). Then for all sufficiently 
small h 1 Y E &A&,4 > f a or some C#I~ with llc$hll 5 6/(2M) and 
I%1 Y-l~yl+O, ash-+O. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4. The first claim of the lemma is trivial (since q5h = P~c$J). To prove the 
second claim, fix an arbitrary E > 0. We will show that l7j 1 y- 1 lyl < E for all sufficiently 
small h. 
ll(lh 1 Y) W)- 1 F’-y)(~h)ll I l[Ahh- 1 WMll 
II 
k + -c A;-l-%u,,Fh (1 y(ih)) 
k-1 
s kh - 1 T(kh - dX:.f(~(4) do 0 II 
I! 
k-l 
+ c A:-+w,,Fiz (J y(ih)) 
i=-00 
1 TM - +f,sf(~(~)) d7 
II 
4 
Estimate each component separately. First 
II(~) I IIJ%T(~h)+ 1 T(khMll + ~~A~&$ - ~hT@+#o 
I llph- L lull Meakhll+ll + Me”(k+l)h (IA;lPh$ - PhT(-h)$ll 
+. .. + kfemah [IA;‘phT((k + 2)h)4 - PhT((k + l)h)$ll 
+ I&%‘((~ + l)h)$ - &T(kh)$ll 
5 kf llph- 1 IUiI b#d + Me a(k+l)h llA;‘Ph - 8J’(-h)lulj 11$11 
+ ..s + Me-ah (lA;l~h - PhT(-h)lull ea(k+2)hll$ll 
+ M llAhl~‘h - PhT(-h)lull ea(kf1)hl)q511 
= 44 llh- Lull 11~11 + hfJc eackfljh l/Ah’Ph - PhT(-h)lull ~~c$~~. 
Now apply Lemmas 1 and 2 to get that sup ksO II(~) is Smdler than &/4 for all sufficiently small h. 
Next we estimate the second component as 
?ru,,Fh (1 y(ih)) + & 1 T((k - 1 - ~W$‘kfbW 
i=-1 
+ - 2 1 T((k - 1 - i>h)Xfhf(y(ih))+ I / kh T(kh - M,uf(~(~)) dT 
i=-1 0 /I 
I - II A~-‘-%u,,&& y(ih)) + 2 A;-‘-?‘hXthf(y(ih)) i=-_l i=-_l /I 
+ - 2 A~-l-iPhX,Uhf(y(ih)) + 5 PhT((k - 1 - i)h)Xfh.f(y(ih>) 
II i=-1 i=-1 II 
+ 
/I 
- 2 PhT((k - I - i)h)Xfhf(y(ih)) + 2 1 T((k - 1 - WX~hf(yGh)) 
i=- 1 tic-1 
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k 
k 
+ C M(k - 1 - i)e cu(k-i)h II&% - PhT(-h)lcll I[xfhf(y(ih))ll 
i=-1 
k 
+ C llPh-- 1 1~11 he”(k-‘-i)hMw(6) 
- T (( [;] + 1) h - 7) X~?-(YW} dr II 
&fhe”(k-l-i)h II@@&, @&‘(!I! hr el)&l y(ih)) - ph@cQ7 @),lQ(o)f(y(ih)>ll 
i=-1 
k 
+ C M(k - 1 - i)he 0(k-i)hK(h)hMw(6)6 + k heQ(“-‘+Mw(6) l/Ph- 1. 11111 
i=-1 i=-1 
+kM ea(k-1-i)hho~f3~h IlXff(y(ih)) - T(s)Xff(y((i + 1)h - s))ll . 
+-1 -- 
Here we have used Lemma 2, the explicit representations of the projections, whereas er denotes 
the first unit vector in RN+l. To see that the supk<eIZ(k) can be made smaller than &/4, the - 
following claim applies. 
CLAIM. With h -+ 0, 
(1) sup@ II@h’h(@h, %d;ltsh, e&&i ?dih)) - 8&Q@? @);lQ(o)f(Y(ih))lI + O; 
(2) supi m=O<s<h IIxtf(Y(ih)) - T(s)Xffb((i f ljh - s))il + O. _- 
PROOF OF CLAIM. Consider the estimate 
ll@h(qh, %L);‘(~ h,el),f(.l y(ih)) - ph@(Q, %+(%f(?dih))ll 
5 (I@h(*h, %);‘(* h~el),f(.l Y(ih)) - ~'h(~h,~h)l)l(elr~'h)of(Y(ih))ll 
+ Il@h(*h, @h),‘(@ h, el),f(y(ih))- 1 @(Q, @)~lWLfMi~)>ll 
+~p(~‘, q,lqO)f(Y(~~)) -p,~(~[ri~)71lB(O)f(Y(ih))ll. 
Taking supremum in the last two expressions and using that f is bounded on {y(ih) : i < 0}, 
one observes that these two expressions tend to zero as h tends to zero (note that (@h, el)l) = 
@h(O) = Q(O)). w e h ave to obtain a similar result for the first expression. Using the Lipschitz 
property of f, it is enough to see that 
;;; Ill y(ih) - y/(ih)ll -+ 0, ash-+O. 
_ 
Since y E S(4,6, cu), for all ~1 > 0, there is a TE1 < 0 such that supih5T,, (11 1 y(ih)II + I[y(ih)ll) < 
&l/2. But on the compact interval I = [T&, 01, the expression supiheI 11 1 y(ih) - y(ih)ll is smaller 
than &r/2 for all sufficiently small h, which proves the desired result. 
The proof of Property (2) needs similar ideas and is omitted. 
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In order to investigate the last term Is(k), we need some preliminary results. For L < 0, 
define rs,, to be the eigenprojection to the generalized eigenspace of the eigenvalue set {p : 
A(p) = 0, L < Rep < 0) with bases @L and QL obtained from the original and from the adjoint 
equation, respectively. Let rs<,, := id - TTU - rs,,, and X,S = X0 S<I> @ X,s>L the corresponding 
finer decomposition of Xl with L. With these notations, X,SBL = (~L(\~L,@.L);~Q,L(O) and 
rs>,#J = @L(QL, %);‘(%I 4,. 
Since 
IIXos>LII - II < @L(QL, @‘L&%(O) - @‘L(QL, @‘L);Vk 4&/l + ll~S>1.~LII 1 
if we choose the auxiliary function 4~ such that ll$~ll I 1 and 
ll%(QL, @I),% - @‘L(@‘L> %),‘(k4&II i I, 
then the above estimate simplifies to 
for all f$~ E C, 
which implies that I/X:‘” 11 5 M + 1 + IIKs,~ I(. 
Let US turn to the discrete case. The discrete analogues of rs<,,, rs,,,, will be denoted by 
TS I!, < ,, ) rs,,, > I, ) respectively. Note that 
II ~s,<,>.el - X0 
S>/, +O 
II 
, ash+O, 
and thus, for all h small enough, we have 
which implies that 
II~Sh,>L4 5 2 l/xl? 11 I 2 + 2 IlTs>[, 11 ) 
ll~~r,,.L4 I 44 + 2 + 2 HITS,,, II . 
Using our gap-condition (G), we have for all h small enough, the following exponential esti- 
mates: 
and 
IIT(+s,,,(,,, II I Mc(L(n)-‘(n))t IIm,,c,,, II , 
IIAtrs,,,,L(,+eil) I Me(L(n)-‘(n))kh IIns,L,.,(,,)eilI , for k 2 0. 
By using the above results, we obtain 
II 
k-l 
h(k) I c A~-l-i~s,,,<.(,~,Fh(~ y(ih)) 
i=-_oo II 
II 1 
kh 
+ - 1 T(kh - ~)X,s<“““f(y(~)) d7 
--oo 
k-l 
s 
kh 
c A~-l-i~s,~,>,,(,L)Fh(-l y(ih)) - 1 T( kh - ~)X:>+‘f(y(7)) d7 
i=-m -03 
k-l 
I C (M + 2 + 2 [ITT~,,,(,,) II) e(~(n)-‘(n))(k-l-i)hh~(~)~ 
i=-_oo 
s 
kh 
+ (M + I + ll~s,~(,,) II) e(L(n)-‘(n))(kh-r),(S)Sd7 
-co 
k-l 
+ c A;--l-%rS II ,.,>,,(n$(l y(ih)) - irz-_oo s 
kh 
1 T( kh - T)X,S>~(“)~(~(T)) dT 
-0s II 
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s kh ,L,>L(,.&(L dih)) - I T(kh - T)Xp+‘f(?J(T)) d7 . -03 /I 
The gap-condition (G) implies that for all E > 0, there exists an L(n) such that w(6)6(3M + 
5 + 511%,,(,) II)l(IUn) - l(n)l) < ~14. The third term can be estimated exactly the same way 
as 12(k), so we get 
for all sufficiently small h. 
Combining the results, we have 
“,;t II& I y)(kh)- 5 U-y)(kh)ll I w#k) +12(k) +13(k)) I E, 
- - 
for all sufficiently small h, and this completes the proof of Lemma 4. I 
As a final step, we prove that the fixed points of ?jh and ‘T are close. Let y; E S($, 6, cr) be the 
unique fixed point of 7 and Y;,~,, E &($h, 6, a) the unique fixed point of Th with & for which 
1 Y; E &($h, 6 a). Then 
which shows that (yi,@,, - 1 ~$1 -+ 0. This implies that 
(1% 0 ph+ i 0 Wll i E, 
for all sufficiently small h, say h 2 h,, and a usual compactness argument on the set (4 E U : 
II41 L S/PM + 1)) h s ows that the theorem is true. I 
4. SUMMARY 
We proved the closeness of the unstable manifolds under the following assumptions: we assumed 
that the RFDE is scalar with n atomic at -1. We assumed further that A has only simple roots 
with nonzero real part and satisfies the gap-condition (G). We also had restrictions for the stepsize, 
namely h = N-‘, N E N \ (0). It is natural to ask whether the theorem remains true under 
weaker conditions, or if the manifolds are close in Cl-norm as well. A challenging perspective of 
further research could be to investigate general numerical methods around hyperbolic equilibria 
of RFDE. 
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